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ABSTRACT: According to th e G erm an stan d ard DIN th e design of a footing on a layered subsoil is done by estim ating th e bearing
capacity i.e. w ith a weighted set of average shear param eters.
To verify this procedure a strip footing on a two layer subsoil is analysed using th e K in e m a tic a l E le m e n t M e th o d KEM. Two
m ain cases are studied: a strong top layer on a weak subsoil and vice versa. For different values of shear strengths, geom etry and
location of w ater table, the value of bearing capacity is calculated.
On the one hand these results are com pared with such attain ed by th e FEM and on th e other hand w ith results following the
calculation rules of the G erm an standard. Finally advice is given on how to dimension strip foundations w ith the described kind
of boundary conditions.
RESUME: Conform ement a la norm e allem ande DIN la conception d ’une fondation sur sol stratifie est executee en estim ant la
capacite p o rtan te c’est a dire avec une ponderee de param etres moyens de cisaillement. P our verifier cette procedure, une semelle de
fondation sur sol stratifie a deux couches est analysee en utilisant la m ethode des elements cinem atique KEM. Deux cas principaux
ont ete analyses: une couche superieure resistante sur une couche molle et inversement. La capacite p o rtan te a ete calculee pour
differentes valeurs de cisaillement, de geometrie et d ’em placem ent de la nappe phreatique. Les resultats obtenus ont ete compares
d ’une p a rt a ceux resultant de la FEM et d ’au tre p a rt a ceux resultant du calcul selon la norm e allemande. Nous avons finalement
donne des conseils sur le dim ensionnem ent des semelles de fondation dans le cadre des conditions limites.
1 IN TRO D U C TIO N
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As m ost bearing capacity prediction m ethods the Germ an stan 
dard assumes th a t the subsoil is homogenous and can be as
signed constant shear strength param eters c and <p , so th e three
basic com ponents of bearing resistance, as there are cohesion,
self-weight and surcharge, may be superposed (Terzaghi, 1 9 4 3 ) .
In engineering practice soil properties vary with depth, so the
only solution when using the analytical equation is to chose
some m ean values for the shear strength. For some special
cases of variation of shear strength with depth analytical solu
tions which use lim it theorem s exists (B utton, 1 9 5 3 ; Raymond,
1 9 6 7 ; Salenco, 1 9 7 4 ; Davis h Booker, 1 9 7 3 ) . A dditionaly re
sults of num erical analysis based on the FEM were published
by different authors (Griffiths, 1 9 8 2 ; B urd &i Frydm an, 1 9 9 5 ) .
T he mechanism of bearing capacity of strip footings was
studied by the authors intensively in the past for homoge
nous subsoil ( G U S S M A N N , 1 9 7 5 , 1 9 8 2 ; G U S S M A N N & S C H A N Z ,
1 9 8 9 ) . Especially the influence of load inclination on th e b ear
ing capacity factors was analysed. T he KEM is well docu
m ented in the papers m entioned above, so no additional de
scription is needed here.
To study the influence of a two layer subsoil a detailed p aram 
eter study was performed. Here ju st for two cases, strong topweak bottom layer and vice versa, results are presented. Fi
nally a comparision between the KEM results, the FEM results
and those according to the German standard is made.
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Figure 1: Symbols of p aram eter variation

Table 1: P aram eter variation
A
B
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According to Fig. 1 and Tab. 1 there were 1 9 2 different pa
ram eter com binations calculated with the KEM in the origi
nal research. For the com plete study the reader is referred to
GUSSMANN ET.
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Figure 2: R epresentation of results (bottom layer 2:
20°, C2 = 0 k N /m 2)
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Figure 4: Exam ple of bearing capacity for tw

T he discontinuity of shear strength at the interface between
the two layers can be due to a change in cohesion or in friction.
Using the KEM the shear param eters assigned to an elem ent
side are changed during the geom etry optim ization according
to the actual length of this side in the different layers. The
effect of choice of discretization of the failure mechanism, i.e.
the num ber of elem ents, was studied in advance. All results
presented here were calculated using 7 elements.
For presentation of results, according to Fig. 2 the ratio of
^ was choosen for the horizontal axis. T he vertical axis repre
sents th e norm alized difference between the KEM calculation
for two layers ( c k e m ) and the analogous result of the DIN cal
culation for a homogenous soil of ju st layer 1 soil param eters
For each graph the bottom layer, the surface load
ing and the water level are kept constant and only the shear
strength of the top layer is varied.

Varying the top layer while keeping the param eters of the
b ottom layer constant, one finds for each com bination c]^EM
is different ju st for ^*-=0.5
= 20°, C i = 0 : ±3%;<^i = 25°,
c1=30 k N /m 2 : ±30% ). For g-=0.5 the fracture line runs
through both layers, for ^ > 0.5 ju st the top layer p artici
pates in the bearing capacity. T he results of all calculations
for this case (tw) can be sum m arized as follows:
• T he bearing capacity decreases with increasing ratio
• If the surface load is increased, both a \( 2EM and
increase and the difference between them also increases.
• If the w ater level drops, cr]^BM increases, b u t for w > lm
th e values rem ain alm ost constant.

4 RESULTS FO R GERM AN STANDARD

3 RESULTS OF KEM CALCULATIONS

E xact solutions for the bearing capacity of footings as in E q.l
exist only for homogenous soil.

T he first case we investigate is a strong top layer on a relatively
weak bottom layer (wt). As a typical example we present re
sults for the shear strength of the bottom layer as <p2 = 2 0 °
and c 2 =0. Fig. 3 shows the results for w = lm and t= 0.8m .
T he results of all calculations for this case (w t) can be sum 
marized as follows:

c N c vc k c +

7

i d N i i>d Kd +

72

B'x N i vb Kb

( 1)

In all the situations the use of Eq. 1 is not applicable, the
G erm an stan d ard dem ands to analyse different failure mech
anism s graphicaly. For all the different mechanisms the one
w ith the m inim um of bearing capacity has to be found. Be
cause th e variation of the geometry is norm aly done ju st for a
few mechanism s, the relevance of the minim um is difficult to
judge.
In th e D IN 4 0 1 7 (B latt 1) a procedure taking into account
different layers is given. Two m ain cases are handled indepen
dently:

• T he bearing capacity increases with increasing ratio
• If the surface load is increased, both
an^ a b lN
increase, but the difference between them decreases.
• If the w ater level w drops,
increases, but the influ
ence is greater as sm aller w gets.
As the second case we investigated a weak top layer and a
strong bottom layer (tw). As a typical exam ple we present
results for the shear strength of the bottom layer as <^2 = 30°
and c2=30 k N /m 2. Fig. 4 shows the results for t= 0 m and

• A standard case exists, if the soil is homogenous to the
depth H the failure mechanisms reaches. Deeper layers
do not have to be taken into account.
• If the boundary between two layers lies in the foundation
level the standard form ula can be used.
For all other cases m ean values of shear strength (c accord
ing to th e geometry, <p according to the norm al stress d istribu
tion < j ( z ) on the relevant elem ent side as given by Eq. 2) have
to be used. Hereby the failure line is approxim ated by a linear
polygon line (i9: horizontal direction angle).
ff( z ) =

7

z cos2 i?

( 2)

To avoid the determ ination of normal stress the different
layers can be taken into account according to their occurence
over th e height H . A starting value H 0 is first determ ined
according Eqs. 3

!n.\
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Figure 3: Example of bearing capacity for wt
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6 INTERPRETATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
T he central question when studying a two layer system is about
the relative thickness of the top layer in order th a t the lower
layer makes no difference for the calculation of bearing capac
ity values. Results indicate th a t more care m ust be taken, if
the upper layer is the stronger one. Brown h Meyerhof (1969)
reported a reduction in bearing capacity up to a depth ratio of
h ^/B w 2.5, provided th a t the lower layer had a shear strength
of no more than 20% of th at of the upper one. This interaction
disappeared for ratios of h i/B >0.7 for the case th a t the upper
layer is the weaker one. The lower layer in th a t case acted like
a firm base with no direct im pact on the bearing capacity.
We will analyse these cases in more detail with th e follow
ing comparison of calculation results for the different m ethods
(there is neither a surface load nor a water table present):
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Figure 5: Exam ple of bearing capacity for wt according to DIN

H =

c o s y > e (' + 2 ) l“ ' v’

(3)
2 c o s (4

+ f)

with (^0 taken from the layer on the foundation level. The
characteristic value of friction (po is given as the weighted mean
value for n layers according Eq. 4 with depths h{ as
Vo = ( £ / w ) / f t

Table 2: Numerical results for bearing capacity (kN /m ) for
different calculation m ethods I ( h i= 2 .0 m)

1

(4)

2
1

If th e difference between ipo and (po is less then 5%, then
<j>o is taken for the following calculation. O therwise a new Ho
is calculated with an appropriate tfo- The iterations go on
until the difference is less then 5%. W ith the final value of
tpo the rem aining param eters 7 and c are calculated replacing
in Eq. 4. The EC 7 follows this procedure of the G erm an
standard.
Here results are presented for DIN calculations with layered
subsoil for the sam e param eter combinations as in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4. Later results are com pared and discussed with those
from the other m ethods in detail.

2

soil param eters
¥>=25°, c=15 kP a
¥>=30°, c=60 kP a
^>=30°, c=60 kP a
tp = 25°, c=15 kPa

DIN

FEM

KEM

2250

990

1127

2518

3009

2762

For th e case of a weak top layer we find alm ost the sam e re
sults for the KEM and the FEM . The difference between both
m ethods increases up to 30% when we consider a strong top
layer. To get further insight we consider a footing with B =2m ,
hi = lm and a soil profile according to Tab. 3.
Table 3: Numerical results for bearing capacity [ p / i ' i B ) ) for
different calculation m ethods II
soil param eters
1: ¥’=30°, c=0 kPa
2: v>=0°, c=80 kPa

5 RESULTS O F FEM CALCULATIONS
All the results by the FEM presented in the following section
were calculated for plane strain conditions with the different
soil layers behaving as elastic-perfectly plastic m aterials. The
M ohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used in conjunction with
an associated flow rule. Because the aim of the calculations
was the prediction of bearing capacity and not the exact settle
m ent prior to failure the elastic properties (G = l M Pa, v = 0.25
for both layers) and the angle of dilatancy {ip = tp) were con
sidered relatively unim portant. All calculations were done by
displacem ent controll, sim ulating a rigid footing, giving a ver
tical stress distribution at failure beneath the footing which
was a m axim um under the centreline tending to zero at the
edge. Com pared with the FEM , the KEM is num ericaly more
robust, especialy if we consider soil with little to no cohesion
or w ith high friction angles. Numerical convergence with the
KEM is the sam e for both of the cases considered.

FEM

KEM

DINj

DIN 2

6.0

7.1

9.0-10.0

10 .2

Fig. 7 shows the KEM mechanism for this case. The result
of 6.0 for the FEM calculation corresponds well to results also
with the FEM , extrapolated from B urd h Frydm an (1995).
T he D IN lp2 calculations were done homogenously for either the
param eters of layer 1 or 2. At a first view we find the follow
ing paradox phenomenon: the bearing capacity of a two layer
system with an upper frictional layer on a pure cohesive soil
is about 30% sm aller compared to the bearing capacities one
finds assuming homogenous conditions with either the top or
B/2=lr
284 kN/m; p=284 kN/m2;

V?2 = 0°, C2 = 80kN/m2
72 = 20kN/m3
Au = ll

Figure 7: O ptim ized KEM mechanism:
formed mesh
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Figure 6: Example of bearing capacity for tw according to DIN
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7.3 W eak to p la yer, stro n g b o tto m la y e r
C alculations with the KEM showed th a t for ratios ^
| the
failure line runs through both layers. For ratios ^
| only the
top layer participates in the failure load. The ratio ^ is not
correct anym ore for this case. The bearing capacity according
to th e DIN is always higher then the one resulting from the
KEM calculations. The failure mechanism according to the
DIN, specially the depth, is larger then the one from KEM.
7.4 F in al advice
In order to calculate bearing capacity values of two layer sys
tem s, advice can be given in the following way:
• Strong top layer, weak bottom layer:
An evaluation of mean shear param eters is necessary. A
conservative procedure as the one suggested in DIN 4017
is advised.
• Weak top layer, strong bottom layer:

h \ > B / 2: A homogenous solution with the soil param eters of

the weak layer is sufficient, i.e. resulting in a higher
factor of safety.
h \ < B /2 : The use of KEM or a com parable m ethod is neces

sary.
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: Results of FEM calculations: load concentration

the bottom layer param eters. (T he soil param eters were cho
sen by intention the way th a t both homogenous cases give the
sam e bearing capacity.)
Because of the upper layer the loading is concentrated on a
relativly sm aller area at th e boundary between the two layers.
So th e pressure on the lower layer is locally higher than the
one directly below the footing. The fraction of the total bear
ing capacity by the lower layer is reduced th a t way and the
global bearing capacity decreases. We can see th a t effect of
load concentration qualitativly in Fig. 8 for the FEM.
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th a t bearing capacity calculations using the KEM or the m ethod
described in the G erm an standard give alm ost identical results.
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7.2 S tro n g to p la yer, weak b o tto m la y e r
Combined calculations with the KEM and the DIN showed
th a t the failure line runs through the strong top layer. Failure
loads according to KEM are insignificantly larger then those
for the DIN.
T he ratio of ^ is the same, th a t m eans the failure load is
independent of the geom etry of the failure mechanism. The
procedure according to the DIN is judged to be well applicable.
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